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Dear Parent & Carers  

I would like to start by congratulating everyone at Adderley for their excellent SIAMS report received earlier 

this week. It is wonderful when recognition is received.  And, as some are aware, this was my first inspection 

as Chair of Governors of Addmore Federation. 

As Mrs Henney has previously informed, I was appointed when Jenny Nixon stepped down in September. 

Jenny had led the governors over the last 8 years, helping steer and influence success in our schools across 

many areas. 

First and foremost, I am a parent having two children move through Moreton Say from nursery to year 6. 

This has given me an in-depth knowledge of the school and the amazing way the staff and parents make it so 

successful – both from a parent and governor point of view. 

Addmore Federations governing body is a diverse and effective cohort made up of local professionals, 

parents, and staff. We utilise our combined skill set to steer and support our schools to achieve the very best 

for all our pupils. We do not run the schools, nor impact or hinder the operational output. But we do challenge 

and support our senior leaders through the examination of plans and policies, performance data, self-

evaluation documents and visiting lessons.  

Governors volunteer many hours of their time to serve, but it is worthwhile and rewarding. For more 

information on roles and responsibilities of the governing body including statutory information, please see 

the school website. Any correspondence to the governing body should be via the school office. But please do 

come and say hello when you see us around. 

Finally on behalf of the governing body, I would like to thank all our wonderful pupils, dedicated staff, 

Executive Head Mrs Henney, our two PTAs for their tireless fund-raising activities and most importantly all 

our parents and carers. 

Yours sincerely 

Helen Dutton  

Chair of Governors 
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